WHITE LABEL
EXHIBIT AND
EVENT A/V/L
PROGRAM

ABOUT THE ZENITH WHITE
LABEL TRADE SHOW AND
EVENTS PROGRAM
Designed specifically for the busy PM or designer, the Zenith Lighting White Label Partner
Program is our VIP program dedicated to building long term relationships with our clients.
The program provides exclusive pricing discounts to help you close more deals, special
events and tools to grow your business, and our promise to protect the relationships you
have with your clients by providing the best “white label” products and services -as an
extension of your team- and to never get between you and your clients.

Exclusive partner pricing on our extensive rental inventory
Exclusive access to special on and offline training and
networking events
Our commitment to always protect your relationship with
your clients with our white label service
First access to new gear and services

OUR FOCUS

EXHIBIT
AND EVENT
LIGHTING

TRUSS AND
RIGGING

MODULAR LED
VIDEO WALLS

EXHIBIT LIGHTING,
TRUSS, AND VIDEO

TRADE
SHOWS AND
EXHIBITS...
Trade shows are a completely
different breed of event- they
introduce a whole new level of
budgetary constraints, logistical
requirements, labor rules that require
a computer to decipher, and a narrow
definition of what makes a "success".
We have the experience, the gear, and
the know-how to help take the hassle
out of your exhibiting experience!

ZENITH'S
ROLE...
The nature of trade shows and conventions
means that there are uncontrollable
elements to every play. Our partners rely on
us to provide the equipment and the service
that fits the overall goal of highlighting
brands while still navigating the unique rules
of every exposition,

To know and work within the rules and
requirements of each trade show and
convention
To provide rental lighting and truss that help
to frame a "buying conversation" while
keeping show costs manageable
To supply the best A/V/L Solutions to each
individual exhibit, and make the experience a
positive one each and every time

POPULAR
SOLUTIONS...

Intelligent Lighting and Truss
The most in demand
lights from names
like ROBE, Martin,
Mac, and Elation
Enormous inventory
of 12", 20" and GT
truss
Dozens of consoles

Sceptron VDO
Large inventory of
this popular and
versatile LED
video tube fixture
Design amazing
configurations
Nearly endless
possibilities

Video Walls and Effects
Indoor and outdoor
video walls to match
nearly any show and
any stage
A large assortment
of hazers, strobes,
confetti, and cryo
effects

CORPORATE AND
SPECIAL EVENT
LIGHTING

EVENT
PRODUCTION...

Over the past decade, Zenith
Lighting has partnered with
an increasingly large
number of event planners,
experiential marketing
agencies, destination
management experts, and PR
firms to provide a more
memorable and easier to
manage experience at their
events...

ZENITH'S
ROLE...
Event specialists have a lot on their plates
as they are usually responsible for the
success of the entire event. As such, our
partners rely on us to recommend solutions
that are logistics-friendly, eye catching,
and in line with the bottom line...

To design solutions that limit set up time
and costs but still look great
To coordinate with other vendors to
ensure seamless event logistics
To provide lighting, audio, video, and
truss rentals to fit all requirements

POPULAR
SOLUTIONS

Wire-Free LED Lighting
Long-life battery
powered units make
placement a breeze
Cut down on electric
and labor costs
Powerful LED means
enormous control of
color & output

Mobile Rigs
Designed for
portability and
easier/quicker set up
on the road
Recreate an event
night after night, or
quickly reconfigure on
the fly

Conference AV Solutions
Conference and
breakout session
lighting and Audio /
Video solutions for
nearly any space.
All of your event tech
needs with one
phone call

SELECTED EVENT
AND TRADE SHOW
CATALOG

MONEY SAVING
SOLUTIONS

TYLER GT TRUSS
A special truss that
ships with your
selected lights already
pre-mounted and wired
Save money on labor,
shipping, and material
handling

MAC Aura Wash
Intelligent wash fixture
that provides an
extremely controllable
even wash that makes
displays look great
LED and "intelligent" to
cut down on electric
and labor costs

Colorado Quad 4 Tour
Powerful and
beautiful LED Par
Light that is as
extremely versatile.
Great for uplighting,
downlighting, indoors
and out while
requiring less power

EYE CANDY
SOLUTIONS

Color Blast 12
A popular choice for
consistent and
beautiful washes on
walls, fabric, and floors
LED for versatility and
ease of use

Impression X-4 Bars
Incredible "curtain of
light" effects bar that is
creates drama and
excitement at any
event
wash from the floor,
the side of truss, or
from the ceiling

MegaPointes
Powerful new fixture
that combines speed,
punch, and versatility
to make designing a
breeze
Excellent spot fixture
with an assortment of
colors and gobos

VIDEO AND MEDIA
SOLUTIONS

Sceptron Video Strips
True LED Video in 1m
strips for unmatched
design potential
combine with other
technology or use on
their own to create
amazing looks

Modular LED Video

DL-3 Digital Light

LED Video Panels that
are modular so you
can adjust the size and
shape of your wall
Indoor and outdoor
features, flown from
the ceiling or ground
supported

Digital lighting that
combines video with a
moving light
Project a variety of
media types exactly
where you need
them, from images to
patterns to video

ABOUT
ZENITH...
Zenith Lighting has been serving the
stage, event, and design industries
with the highest grade of production
and integrationtechnology for more
than 30 years.
Based in Florida but serving the entire
US (and then some), our mission is to
supply the products that designers
need, when they need them, at a price
that makes sense, and to always
reflect the professionalism that
people have come to expect from the
Zenith name.

"YOU CANNOT
CREATE
EXPERIENCE. YOU
MUST UNDERGO IT."

Albert Camus

Our inventory
control system
ensures you get all
of the gear you need
where and when you
need it.
Every rental item
goes through a
rigorous Quality
Control process
before it leaves our
warehouses

Our expansive
network means we
can cover you in
nearly any city and
still be an affordable
solution!
Hundreds of
fixtures, dozens of
consoles,
thousands of feet
of truss in multiple
sizes/colors ready
to rent.

THANK YOU

customerservice@zenithlighting.com
Ph: 407.855.0088

